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IBPS Clerk Prelims Assignment 11- Coding Decoding
Directions: In each of the question below a group of a letter are given followed by four groups of
digit / symbol combinations numbered (1), (2), (3) and (4). Letters are to be coded as per the
codes and conditions given below. You have to find out which of the combinations (1), (2), (3) and
(4) is correct and indicates your answer accordingly. If none of the four represents the correct
code, mark (5) i.e. 'None of these' as your answer.

Conditions:
(1) If the first element is an odd digit and the last element is symbol, then both are coded as P.
(2) If the first element is an even digit and the last element is an odd digit, then codes for the first
and the last elements are to be interchanged.
(3) If the first element is a symbol and the last element is an even digit, then both are to be coded
by the code of the last element.
Q1. 2%67$9
a) FEHLCQ
b) QEHLCF
c) QHELCF
d) FHELCQ
e) QEHCLF
Q2. 58#&4!
a) AUJNTZ
b) PUJTNP
c) ZUJTNA
d) PUJTNZ
e) AUJTNP
Q3. @93%64
a) YFSEHY
b) NSFHEN
c) YFSEHN
d) NFSEHN
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e) NSFHEY
In a certain code language,
‘fix the devil book’ is written as ‘ha dha uhe qan’
‘people stand yellow’ is written as ‘ia dum wa’.
‘fix the dollar book’ is written as ‘qan dha ha no’,
‘book aim people stand’ is written as ‘ua ia dum qan’
Q4. Code for ‘people’ isa) Ia
b) Dum
c) Wa
d) Can’t be determined
e) None of these.
Q5. Code for ‘devil’ isa) Dha
b) Qan
c) Uhe
d) Can’t be determined
e) None of these
Q6. Code for ‘fix the yellow’a) ha wa ia
b) ia dha no
c) qan ha no
d) ha dha wa
e) None of these
Q7. In a certain code, SIKKIM is written as RJJLHN. How is MANIPUR written in that code?
a) NBMJOVQ
b) LBMJOVQ
c) LBOHQTS
d) LBNIPTS
e) MANIOVQ
Q8. In a certain language, ‘QWERTY’ is coded as ‘SYGPRW’, what will be the code of ‘MOBILE’?
a) PUTCBX
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b)
c)
d)
e)

JCJEWH
OQGDCJ
QODCJG
OQDGJC

Q9. In a certain language, ‘RAM EASY MIGHT’ are coded as ‘@6B @10J #8B’, what will be the code
of ‘SELECT’?
a) #14A
b) #6F
c) @12E
d) @10E
e) #12F
Q10. In a certain code language, "BLAMED" is written as "DOEGHP" and "DISECT" is written as
"VLGWFH". How is "POLARY" written in that code language?
(a) QPMBSZ
(b) ORSBUD
(c) DBVSRO
(d) KNOCQZ
(e) None of these
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